ANDREW CHEDDIE SOOKRAH WORKSHOP: SUPPLY LIST

Warm clothing, headgear, gloves, etc. Sunscreen, umbrella. A change of clothing
in case it rains (it is in the forecast). Please pack a lunch and snacks.
If you have any kind of shopping buggy that is similar to this it will probably be
helpful. You can just throw what you need in it and then you will be able to wheel
it around for any distance without worrying about the weight.
You may also need: rags, containers with lids (for media, water, etc), a
palette (disposable or reusable) a portable easel, a folding chair or a folding
table.
This is a suggested list, please bring what you are comfortable working with, such
as the basic colours, brushes, etc

If Working with Acrylics:
Liquid or heavy body. Open Acrylics are very good for working en plein air.
Paints (suggested)
Ultramarine Blue, Cobalt Blue, Cerulean Blue, Pyrole Red, Burnt Sienna, Burnt
Umber, Lemon Yellow, Thalo Green, Green Gold, Thalo Turquoise, Dioxanine
Purple, Paynes Grey, Mars Black, Titanium White, Zinc White, Titan Buff and any
other colours of your choice.
Surface
Stretched canvas or board, size you are comfortable working with, such as 16” x
20” prepared with Acrylic gesso. If you wish to work smaller / larger, please feel
free to do so.
Canvas sheets (for quick sketches)
As an alternate; watercolour paper (300 lb, with or without gesso)
Brushes

Your choice of a variety of long handled acrylic brushes including several different
sizes of flats, filberts and rounds as well as old, ratty brushes (they will be used for
texturing); Palette knives in three sizes, small, medium, bigger; Cheap scrubbing
brushes for texturing

If working with Watercolour Paints:
Paints (suggested)
Ultramarine Blue, Cobalt Blue, Cerulean Blue, Manganese Blue, Cadmium Red,
Cadmium Yellow, Naples Yellow, Jenkins Green, Hookers Green, Burnt Sienna,
Burnt Umber, van dyke brown, Sepia, Paynes Grey, Mars Black, (and any other
colours of your choice)
Surface
Watercolour paper, single sheets or in pre-stretched pads.
Friskit (or other brand name) for masking areas (if desired)
Brushes
Watercolour brushes, flats or rounds; friskit brush

